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A New RapidWeaver theme, Acumen Pro offers more control
Published on 08/02/08
Acumen Pro, a new RapidWeaver theme from long time theme developers, seyDoggy,
promises to
deliver more options and more control to your RapidWeaver web project. Like many other
seyDoggy themes for the popular and highly acclaimed RapidWeaver, a web authoring
application from Realmac Software, Acumen has many great features such as full color
control, width variations, custom header options, sidebar positioning and much more.
Kitchener, Ontario Canada - Acumen Pro, a new RapidWeaver theme from long time
developers,
seyDoggy, promises to deliver more options and more control to your RapidWeaver web
project. Like many other seyDoggy themes for the popular and highly acclaimed RapidWeaver,
a web authoring application from Realmac Software, Acumen has many great features such as
full color control, width variations, custom header options, sidebar positioning and much
more.
However, one of Acumen's greatest and most professional features is probably it's triple
layer, split navigation. Like the seyDoggy cataLog Pro theme before it, Acumen Pro allows
for 3 tiers of navigation, giving developers extensive and refined control of their sites
architecture and how their visitors are moved through the interface.
Acumen Pro is of contemporary design; light enough to be fun, dark enough to be artsy or
strict enough to be for business. There is no limit to the color options you can apply to
this theme. Acumen is packed full of features such as:
* Triple split navigation
* Custom headers, editable with RWmultitool Lite
* Sidebar position
* Width variation
* Turn the logo on or off on a page by page basis
* Font size
* Extensive color control, including background
* More downloadable theme styles
seyDesign is a division of seyDoggy Web and Graphic design and has been in operation
developing and distributing cutting edge RapidWeaver themes since 2005. Known for
developing the first commercially available theme with split navigation, seyDesign is
responsible for continually pushing the limits of RapidWeaver.
Pricing and Availability:
Acumen Pro is available now for $16.49 CAD at our online RapidWeaver theme store.
seyDesign Website:
http://www.seydesign.com
Acumen Pro RapidWeaver:
http://www.seydesign.com/themes/Acumen/
Live Preview:
http://www.seydesign.com/showcase/Acumen/
Developer:
http://www.seydoggy.com
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We are a small, yet internationally renowned web and graphic design outfit based in
Kitchener, Ontario. Having worked with clients across the UK, Los Angeles, New York,
Japan... it's safe to say that seyDoggy's work has touched every corner of the globe with
an internet connection. We excel in web design, graphic arts, web themes, template design,
photography and digital imagery. Through our daughter site, seyDesign.com, we design and
sell thousands of RapidWeaver theme designs for the global market. We also offer
consulting services for other companies looking to enter the web design industry or who
don't want to hire full time staff to manage their own internet or intranet web systems.
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